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6 April 2022 
 
What kind of society have we become – says the USAf CEO, in condemning arson at UFS   

If students can watch their peers burn down teaching and learning facilities at their university and, 
instead of reporting this unruly behaviour, choose to take videos and circulate them around, we need 
to wonder, as a nation, what kind of society we have become, and what type of children we are 
raising.  

Professor Ahmed Bawa, Chief Executive Officer of Universities South Africa, made these remarks 
this morning, in response to reports of an act of arson at the QwaQwa campus of the University of 
the Free State (UFS), on Monday night.  According to a report from the UFS, students set fire to 
buildings which housed a clinic and a computer laboratory, allegedly in protest over delayed payment 
of NSFAS allowances. Cumulative damage to these buildings is estimated at R35 million.  Media 
reports add that while this act was underway, some peers stood watch, while others took video shots 
and circulated them in social media.  

Speaking on behalf of the Board of Directors of USAf, Professor Bawa condemned this act with the  
utmost anguish, reflecting on the failure of our social structures and education system in developing 
young, engaged citizens who are sensitive to the dictates of our national constitution and to the ideas 
of peaceful civil disobedience and demonstrations when these are necessary.    

He said vice-chancellors and other senior university leaders take every opportunity to lament our 
ailing economy and its impact on the funding of our universities, on their long-term sustainability and 
on their ability to maintain quality teaching and learning and research.  “It is most appalling that some 
students fail to appreciate the long-term implications of their actions, both on their own learning and 
on that of future generations. 

“While we must be deeply aware of the impact on young South Africans of the deep poverty, 
inequality and unemployment that define our society, we cannot tolerate the wanton destruction of 
infrastructure.” Professor Bawa says it must deeply concern every tax paying citizen that when unruly 
youth take to burning down hard-earned teaching and learning facilities, their peers stand by and 
watch. “If South Africans believe that young people are a mirror image of the society in which they 
are being brought up, we must wonder what kind of society that makes us,” he argues.  

Professor Bawa welcomes reports that the suspect has been arrested and that he will reveal his 
accomplices who will, together, face the full might of the law.  “Whether the students were unhappy 
with delayed NSFAS allowances or not is immaterial.  Channels of engagement are open at every 
institution.   We will not allow students abusing the privilege of inclusivity to bring our universities to 
their knees. Even more importantly, our society must re-examine the values it subscribes to, and 
work harder to instill these in their children today and in future generations.”  
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